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ABSTRACT
OPTIMUM STRUCTURE OF CELL COMPONENTS FOR A
MEMBRANE-LESS IRON-ION/HYDROGEN REDOX FLOW BATTERY
Jayanth Kolli, MS
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Dr. Kyu Taek Cho, Director
The redox flow battery (RFB) stores energy in the form of oxidized and reduced electro-active
chemical species which are stored externally to the battery cell, allowing the RFB to have benefits
of decoupled control and design of energy and power. Therefore, the RFB is getting intensive
attention as one of the most promising and cost-effective systems to store large amounts of energy
typically from renewable resources. However, even with the big benefits of the RFB system, the
full application of RFB could not be achieved due to the challenging issues such as high system
cost and safety issues associated with use of toxic and corrosive chemicals.
The motivation for this research is to develop an eco-friendly and cost-effective flow battery
to solve the key issues of conventional RFB. The cost is expected to be reduced significantly by
eliminating the expensive component of the system, i.e., membrane.

By eliminating the

membrane, the cost can be lowered by about 40% and also other issues related to membrane, like
contamination (increase of ohmic resistance), can be minimized. In order to develop an ecofriendly system, aqueous iron-ion solution was used because of its low toxicity, low cost and
availability.

This research focuses on finding an optimum structure of cell components for a membraneless redox flow battery to restrict the overflow of the electrolyte to the other side (i.e., H2 side) of
the cell and thus minimize decay of open circuit voltage (OCV). The overflow (i.e., OCV) control
was made with carbon-porous media in the cathode side which were coated with various contents
of Teflon.
Effects of Teflon impregnated in carbon-porous media on liquid permeability and porosity
were investigated in ex-situ test, and the results were compared with in-situ full cell test. It was
found that carbon-porous media with Teflon content of 12 wt.% was the best to minimize overflow
of electrolyte and maximize the cell performance, which is similar to that of the membrane system.
Especially, effects of concentrations on impedance on the cell were compared, and change of
ohmic resistance was negligible for membrane-less system, while the change was significant for
membrane system, which is the main reason for cell performance decay in the highly concentrated
electrolyte or long cyclic test.
In this study, the critical design parameters were defined, and benefits of membrane-less
system were clearly observed. The results of this study can be utilized as a guideline for developing
membrane-less RFB system.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The increasing demand for power has led to the depletion of various natural resources like
gasoline, coal and many others. Also, higher use of these fossil fuels leads to higher emission of
harmful gases into the atmosphere, which are very harmful. The demand for pollution-free power
generation techniques has been increasing in recent times. The use of solar power, wind power and
many other power-generating sources are being developed to reduce the emissions. Fuel cells are
considered to be a better source for a pollution-free power generation. Among them, flow batteries
are the emerging technology which can be used widely in areas of small power requirements. But
the use of this in small power areas is restricted due to high cost that is incurred in construction of
the battery. The component that accounts for a major part of the cost is the membrane. The main
area of concentration is to eliminate the membrane in order to reduce the cost of construction, so
that it can be used in the areas of low power requirements.

1.1 Motivation
The motivation behind development of an optimum assembly condition for the membrane-less
flow battery is the development of an eco-friendly as well as a low-cost flow battery which can be
used for power generation.
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The main benefits associated with the elimination of the membrane are the cost of production
of the flow battery, which is almost 40% of the cost. Also, it is the most unreliable part of the flow
battery as it gets easily contaminated or corroded with the continuous exposure to the electrolytes
used in the system.
The main advantage that is considered in using iron-ion/hydrogen flow battery is that because
of low cost associated with the system. Also, iron is very abundantly available in nature. It is also
chosen because it is less toxic compared to the hydrogen-bromine flow battery where bromine is
very toxic and very harmful when used not with high care. Also, the platinum catalyst layer that is
to be used on the hydrogen side of the cell for its reaction can be easily contaminated with the use
of bromine, whereas not contaminated with the use of iron.

1.2 Objective
The objective of this thesis is find out an optimum structure of cell components for an ironion/Hydrogen flow battery. The overflow of the electrolyte is one of the main limitations for a
membrane-less system which is responsible for the lower operating cell voltage (OCV) and also
low performance. The issue of short circuit is another limitation that should be eliminated. The
cell components as well as their structure are varied to overcome these limitations of eliminating
a membrane. The focus is to obtain a better structure to have a performance similar to that of the
membrane system. The effect of concentration of the electrolyte on the membrane-less system is
studied and compared with the system having a membrane. The ohmic resistance issue which is
dominant in the membrane system caused by the contamination of the membrane was also a main
problem to be reduced.

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Membrane-Based Flow Batteries
Michael C. Tucker et al. [1] developed an iron-ion/hydrogen redox flow cell and tested with
various catholyte salts. Various catholytic solutions like iron chloride, iron sulfate and iron nitrate
were used to conclude a better solution for an iron-ion/hydrogen flow battery. The MEA used in
this test was Nafion NR212 membrane with platinum on both sides. Various tests were considered
to select a suitable salt. Cell performance was considered in which the iron nitrate has the highest
power density over others. Cell cycling was considered and iron sulfate operated for a very long
time. Various factors such as rate capability, self–discharge and solution viscosity were
considered. Iron chloride was suitable for this because of its high viscosity and poor charge
polarization [1] (Figure 1).
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Figure 1:Cycling Stability During Galvanostatic Cycling [1]

Michael C. Tucker et al. checked the effect of concentrations of the electrolyte (Figure 2) and
use of various membranes (Figure 3). Effect of use of various membranes in the system was tested.
The use of various membranes has no big difference in the performance. So, Nafion NR212 was
chosen to be suitable for this system. Similarly, effect of various concentrations of iron chloride
and HCl was studied. It was observed that maximum discharge was obtained for 0.9M FeCl3 and
0.9M HCl concentration [2].
Kyu Taek Cho et al. [3] investigated the electrochemical performance of H2/Br2 redox flow
battery. It was concluded that the cell performance was increased by using thicker multilayered
electrodes and their pretreatment in sulfuric acid. Discharge behavior at various current densities
is also observed. Also the effect of cell temperature was observed (Figure 4) [3].
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Figure 2:(a) Effect of FeCl3 Concentration (b) Effect of HCl Concentration [2]
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Figure 3:Effect of Various Membranes in an Iron-Ion/Hydrogen Flow Battery [2]
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4:(a) Effect of Temperature on Discharge Performance (b) Discharge Behavior at Various
C Rates [3]
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2.2 Membrane-less Flow Batteries
2.2.1 Liquid – Liquid Membrane-less Flow Battery
Ferrigno et al. [4] initially proposed the concept of membrane-less fuel cell based on two
streams of liquid flowing through microchannels (Figure 5). The oxidant and the fuel are injected
through each channel and diffuse with each other while flowing over the electrodes placed on the
walls. For better ion conductivity across the channel, a supporting electrolyte can be used for both
the fuel and oxidant. The two streams are maintained in laminar flow for them to flow parallel to
each other without intermixing, eliminating the need for the membrane. The spacing between the
electrodes must be reduced to control the crossover of the electrolytes [4].

Figure 5:Schematic Diagram of Membrane-less Vanadium Flow Battery [4]

Rustem F. Ismagilov et al. [5] calculated both experimentally and theoretically the diffusion
of low molecular weight species across the boundary among the two laminar flowing aqueous
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solutions in microchannels at high Peclet numbers. A fluorescent product is formed at the interface
of the two liquids and this is visualized using confocal fluorescent microscopy (Figure 6). It was
concluded that diffusive mixing can be reduced by increasing the average flow speed. A relation
was developed between diffusive intermixing near top, bottom and at the center with respect to the
axial distance along the channel [5].

Figure 6:Schematic Drawing of the Experiment Used to Generate Fluorescence [5]

E.R. Choban et al. [6] compared the membrane-less laminar-flow based flow cell operating in
alkaline, acidic and mixed media (Figure 7). It was concluded that operating a fuel cell under
alkaline conditions has better reaction kinetics, both at the anode and cathode, whereas the cell
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performance under “mixed-media” condition provides an opportunity to increase the maximum
achievable open cell voltage (OCV) [6].

Figure 7:Assembly Scheme of a Laminar Flow-Based Fuel Cell with Graphite Plates as the
Catalyst Support and Current Collector [6]

Yoon et al. [7] proposed methods to overcome the mass transport limitation in the previously
studied design. It was suggested that mass transport can be improved by using multiple inlets to
provide fresh reactants at several points of the flow to reduce the depletion area. This approach
was considered to enhance the fuel utilization improving the reactant conversion efficiency [7]
(Figure 8).
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Figure 8:Approaches for Improving Mass Transport to Control the Depletion Layer Over
Electrodes [7]

Salloum et al. [8] proposed a membrane-less flow with porous disk electrodes (Figure 9).
Formic acid along with sulfuric acid as a fuel stream was introduced through an inlet from the
center of the disk and oxidation reaction occurs as it passes through the carbon paper covered by
catalyst nanoparticles as its porous anode. The use of this has led to an increase in fuel utilization
up to 58% and independent control of fuel and oxidant flow rate was achieved [8].

Figure 9:Radial Flow Architecture for a Membrane-less LFFC [8]

Falin Chen et al. [9] used formic acid and oxygen, both dissolved in sulfuric acid, as the fuel
and oxidant respectively. Both the liquid streams enter the planar microchannel and flow parallel
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to each other, eliminating the need of a membrane to separate them. A theoretical model was
developed to analyze the cell performance by examining the effects of flow rate, concentration,
and the geometric size of the system (Figure 10). The results show that the cell performance was
mainly restricted by the high transport resistance in the cathode stream. It was also found that the
transport of oxygen to the cathode electrode can be enhanced by using a higher flow rate or oxygen
concentration, or a thicker cathode catalyst layer [9].

Figure 10:The Side View of the Planar Membrane-less Micro Fuel Cell [9]

2.2.2 Liquid – Gas Membrane-less Flow Battery
Tominaka et al. [10] designed an air-breathing membrane-less LFFC using methanol as the
fuel. The cell has a reservoir with open top, which was fabricated in silicon as a monolithic
structure and does not need the electrolyte stream to separate fuel stream from the cathode (Figure
11). In this design the fuel is supplied and the oxygen was taken through a porous cathode. A 2 M
methanol solution containing sulfuric acid as a supporting electrolyte is dropped onto the end of
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the microchannel. Open circuit voltage and net maximum power of this fuel cell were obtained to
be 0.5V and 1.4 mW, respectively [10].

Figure 11:Membrane-less LFFCs with Air-Breathing Cathodes [10]

Jayashree et al. [11] used an external reference electrode to identify the mass transfer limited
electrode in air-breathing cathode running on 1M methanol. Shape of the cathode polarization
curve confirmed that the gas diffusion electrode allowed higher rate of oxygen transport to the
cathode as compared to a membrane-less running on dissolved oxygen. This design allowed for
limiting current densities in excess of 120 mA cm2 using formic acid as the fuel and air as the
oxidant, as shown in Figure 12 and single-pass reactant utilization as high as 33%. These
performance metrics were a substantial improvement but were still lower than those reported for
traditional membrane-based systems, which reported current densities as high as 334 mA cm2 [11].
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Figure 12:Schematic Designs of Air-Breathing LFFC [11]

William A. Braff et al. [12] reports on a membrane-less hydrogen bromine laminar flow battery
having high power density (Figure 13). This membrane-less design enables power densities of
0.795Wcm2 at room temperature and atmospheric pressure, with a round-trip voltage efficiency of
92% at 25% of peak power. The chemical reaction of this cell is similar to the membrane-based
hydrogen bromine flow battery; the only change is that the membrane is replaced by a carbon cloth
coated with platinum to support the reaction. The cell parts were all fabricated using CNC
machining and die cutting. A fixed ratio of ten was maintained between the electrolyte and oxidant
flow rates [12].
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Figure 13:Schematic Diagram of Hydrogen Bromine Membrane-less Flow Battery [12]

CHAPTER 3: WORKING PRINCIPLES OF ELECTROCHEMICAL SYSTEMS
3.1 Electrochemical Energy Storage
The demand of power consumption is increasing day by day, which is leading to the depletion
of the main power sources. This increased demand has led to the developments in the area of
electrochemical energy. The research in this has increased drastically over the past decades,
including new chemistries and better designs. The need for the low-cost and reliable power is the
main criterion that lacks in this form of energy because this technology is very expensive while
used in large scale. This field is still improving a lot to lower the cost of production by
implementing new methods and technologies. However, there are various improvements being
made for this to be used in small-scale and medium-scale applications such as mobile phones,
automobiles, etc.
The principle involved in electrochemical energy storage is transferring of ions between two
active materials through an electrically insulating electrolyte, which drives electrons through an
external circuit. Depending on the free energies of the two active materials, the energy is either
generated or stored. Electrochemical energy is broadly divided into two main types.
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3.2 Solid-State Batteries
On its most basic level, a battery is a device consisting of one or more electrochemical cells
that convert stored chemical energy into electrical energy. Each cell consists of a positive terminal
or cathode and a negative terminal or anode. Electrolytes allow ions to move between the
electrodes and terminals, which allows current to flow out of the battery to perform work.
Advances in technology and materials have greatly increased the reliability and output of the
modern battery systems, and hence the cost as well. These solid-state batteries include,
electrochemical capacitors, lithium-ion batteries, nickel-cadmium batteries, sodium-sulfur
batteries [13].

3.2.1 Lithium-Ion Battery
A lithium-ion battery (now and then Li-ion battery or LIB) is an individual from a group of
rechargeable battery types in which lithium particles move from the negative cathode to the
positive terminal amid release and back when charging (Figure 14). Li-ion batteries utilize an
intercalated lithium compound as one anode material, contrasted with the metallic lithium utilized
as a part of a non-rechargeable lithium battery. The electrolyte, which takes into account ionic
development, and the two terminals are the constituent parts of a lithium-particle battery cell.
These batteries have the best power densities compared to other batteries and also have a higher
efficiency. They have an energy density of 200W h/kg [14]. The main advantages of this battery
are high energy density, low self-discharge and low maintenance. The main limitations are they
cannot be used for a very long time and are also expensive to manufacture compared to cadmiumnickel batteries.
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Figure 14:Schematic Diagram of Li-Ion Battery [15]

3.3 Flow Batteries
A flow battery is a type of battery which has an ability of recharging, where recharging is
provided by chemical components dissolved in liquids which flow in the system and separated by
a membrane. This technology is similar to both a fuel cell and a battery, where liquid energy
sources are employed to create electricity and are able to be recharged within the same system.
One of the main advantages of flow batteries is that they can be instantly recharged by replacing
the electrolyte liquid while simultaneously recovering the spent material for re-energization [16].
Different classes of flow batteries have been developed, including redox, hybrid and
membrane-less. The fundamental difference between conventional batteries and flow batteries is
that energy is stored as the electrode material in conventional batteries but as the electrolyte in
flow cells [16].
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3.3.1 Vanadium Redox Flow Battery
The vanadium redox battery is a true RFB (Figure 15), which stores energy by employing
vanadium redox couples (V2+/V3+ in the negative and V4+/V5+ in the positive half cells). These
active chemical species are fully dissolved in sulfuric acid electrolyte solutions. Two simultaneous
reactions occur on both sides of the membrane. During discharge, electrons are removed from the
anolyte and transferred to the catholyte through external circuit. During charge, the flow of
electrons is reversed; the reduction occurs at anolyte and oxidation at catholyte. Chemical equation
becomes [17]:
VO2+ + 2H+ + e- ⇄ VO2+ + H2O
V2+ ⇄ V3+ + eOverall Reaction

V2+ + VO2+ + 2H+ ⇄ V3+ + VO2+ + H2O

Figure 15:Schematic Diagram of Vanadium Redox Flow Battery [17]

(1)
(2)
(3)
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The energy efficiency of VRB is 90% because of high reaction kinetics [17]. The energy
density is around 25 W h/kg because of low solubility in its supporting electrolyte [18]. The
limitations of this system are high cost of the reactants and low solubility of vanadium in its
electrolyte.

3.3.2 Hydrogen Bromine Redox Flow Battery
This flow battery is a modification of the hydrogen oxygen regenerative fuel cell, replacing
gaseous oxygen with liquid bromine on the cathode side to improve the performance (Figure 16).
This system has various advantages over other systems. The bromine is said to possess rapid
kinetics for both reduction and evolution. Bromine is easily harvested and available at low cost.

Figure 16:Schematic Diagram of Br2/H2 Redox Flow Battery [3].

Reduction
Oxidation
Overall Reaction

Br2 + 2e- ⇄ 2Br H2 ⇄ 2H+ + 2eH2 + Br2 ⇄ 2HBr

E0 = 1.098V

(4)

E0 = 0V

(5)

E0 = 1.098V

(6)
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This flow battery has a peak power of 1.4 W/cm2 and voltaic efficiency of 91% at 0.4 W/cm2
[3]. The main limitation of this system is dehydrating the membrane and increasing the resistance.
Also, bromine is very toxic in nature.

3.3.3 Iron-Ion/ Hydrogen Redox Flow Battery
The primary motivation for developing the iron-ion/hydrogen flow battery is that the active
materials offer low toxicity and cost relative to common flow battery materials such as chromium,
vanadium, bromine, chlorine, and lead (Figure 17).

Figure 17:Schematic Representation of Hydrogen/Iron-Ion Flow Battery [2]

Cathode
Anode
Overall Reaction

2Fe3+ + 2e- → 2Fe2+
H2 → 2H+ + 2e2Fe3+ + H2 → 2Fe2+ + 2H+

E0 = 0.77V

(7)

E0 = 0V

(8)

E0 = 0.77V

(9)

The coulombic efficiency of 90% can be obtained with a current density above 100mA/cm2.
The maximum power density for iron chloride as electrolyte is 257mW/cm2 [1].
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3.4 Membrane-less Electrochemical Systems
The membrane is considered to be the most important component of a flow battery, separating
the two reaction sides from mixing with each other and also supporting the reaction to occur. The
membrane is the main component that costs about 40% of the total cell cost. Attempts are being
made from a very long time in order to reduce the cost of production by removing the membrane
from the cell and obtaining similar performance to those containing the membrane. By eliminating
the membrane, the limitations such as contamination of membrane, pinhole membrane failures and
other membrane-related issues can be solved, thus increasing the lifetime of the cell. In earlier
times there were many limitations such as mixing of the electrolytes and low utilization of the
reactants due to low flow rates. Changing the design of the cell over the years led to minimize
these limitations to a very far extent.

3.5 Carbon-Porous Media
It is paper made of pure carbon which is used in the cell for increasing the area of reaction of
the chemicals. Since we are using iron electrolyte which is highly reactive, there is no need of a
catalyst to enhance its reactivity. So carbon-porous media is used for the reactivity of iron
electrolyte on the cathode side. There are many types of carbon-porous media available in the
market. One of them is the macroporous layer, which is made of pure carbon. This porous layer is
hydrophilic in nature because of its high porosity of 80-90%. And also the pore size in this case is
too large ranging from 10-30µm. The other type of layer used is the microporous layer; this is a
carbon paper which has a macroporous layer on one side and is coated with a microporous layer
on the other. This carbon media is coated with Teflon in it, making it hydrophobic in nature. The
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porosity of this porous media is reduced to about 40-50% and also has small pore size which is
less than 100nm. In this thesis, since the membrane is eliminated there is estimated to be an
overflow of the electrolyte to the other side of the cell. So the use of commercially available
microporous layer is being used to reduce overflow as it is hydrophobic in nature. the SEM images
of the two porous media are shown in the Figure 18 [19].

a

b

Figure 18:SEM Images of a) Macroporous Layer b) Microporous Layer [19]

3.6 Impedance
Impedance is the total resistance to the flow of current in the circuit made of resistors,
capacitors and inductors in any combination. The Figure 19 clearly explains the various resistances
in the flow battery for the reaction to occur. The electron generated at the electrode needs to go to
react with the ion coming from the other side of the cell. The electron has to overcome a resistance
that is due to electrode, which is the charge transfer resistance (denoted by Rp in the circuit). It
also has a double layer formed between the electrode and the electrolyte (denoted by Cd) to reach
the solution for the reaction. Similarly, the ion has to undergo a resistance from the membrane
(denoted by Rs) which is also known as the ohmic resistance of the cell. The other resistance the
ion undergoes is due to the electrolyte through which ion diffuses to reach the electron (denoted
by W). All these resistances combined together give the impedance of the cell [20].
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Figure 19:a) A Simple Electrified Interface (b) Representation in the Form of Circuit [20]

The impedance is measured by supplying a high-frequency AC current, which closes the
capacitance Cd allowing the current to pass through the resistance Rs. So, at high frequency, ohmic
resistance of the cell is obtained which is the first point in the Figure 20. As the frequency is
lowered the current passes through the whole circuit. The charge transfer resistance can be
obtained from the diameter of the curve. In this way, the impedance of the cell can be measured to
compare the ohmic resistance and also charge transfer resistance.

Figure 20:Nyquist Plot [20]

CHAPTER 4: PREPARATION OF KEY CELL COMPONENTS
4.1 Preparation of Gas Diffusion Electrode
The H2 gas requires a catalyst (like platinum) to react and release the ions and electrons to
participate in the reaction. In the membrane-based system, the membrane usually is coated with
the platinum catalyst layer on the hydrogen side. Since we are eliminating the membrane in this
case, gas diffusion electrode is prepared by coating the catalyst layer on the carbon-porous media.
Preparing the gas diffusion electrode can be a very cost-effective method and also the amount of
platinum catalyst to be coated can be varied depending on our own requirements. Carbon-porous
media used to prepare a gas diffusion electrode is Sigracet 10BC gas diffusion layer. This carbon
media has a Teflon content of 5wt.% and with a standard microporous layer (MPL) on one side.
Measure the required amount of (10% Pt/C) platinum powder such that 0.5 mg of Pt is coated
for every 1 cm2 area of carbon paper. The powder is placed in a vial and add 1 µL of DI water for
every 1 mg of platinum powder. Add 6.67 µL of Nafion solution and 5.33 µL of pure iso-propanol
for every 1 mg of platinum powder and stir it using magnetic stirrer for about 10 minutes till a
slurry is formed. The slurry is then painted on microporous layer (MPL) using a paintbrush
maintaining as even and homogeneous as possible. Then dry it for about 24 hours so that the
platinum catalyst layer is formed on the carbon-porous media [21].
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4.2 Impregnation of Teflon in Carbon-Porous Media
The carbon-porous media used is Sigracet 10AA gas diffusion layer. Use of this carbon paper
causes an overflow of the electrolyte to the other side of the cell (i.e. H2 side), which causes a
decay in the open circuit voltage (OCV), so it is a method to control the overflow impregnation of
Teflon in the carbon paper.
The carbon paper samples are initially cleaned using acetone and then dried for 2 hours in a
furnace in air at 383K, so that all the dust particles are removed from the surface of the papers.
Weigh the carbon paper samples after drying and make a note of it. DuPont™ Teflon® PTFE
DISP 30 (60wt.%) solution is used to prepare the Teflon solutions. Dilute the DuPont solution to
obtain solutions of 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 15%, 25%, 35%, 45% and 60% itself. The carbon papers
are then dipped in their respective solutions for about 30 – 45 seconds. They are then dried at room
temperature in the air for 15 hours. After the carbon papers are dried at room temperature they are
heat treated at 353K, 383K, 563K and 623K for 30 minutes each in the furnace in presence of air.
Measure the weight of the samples after they are dried (Table 1). Calculate the amount of Teflon
impregnated on the carbon media for respective samples [22].
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Table 1:Weight of Teflon Impregnated
Solution

Initial Weight

Final Weight

Weight of
Teflon

wt.% of Teflon
impregnated

1%

0.0915

0.0970

0.0055

5.67

2%

0.0893

0.0996

0.0103

10.34

3%

0.0898

0.1031

0.0129

12.51

4%

0.0922

0.1118

0.0196

17.53

5%

0.0876

0.1065

0.0189

17.75

15%

0.0904

0.1526

0.0622

40.76

25%

0.0880

0.1821

0.0941

51.67

35%

0.0923

0.2517

0.1594

63.33

45%

0.0871

0.2936

0.2065

70.33

60%

0.0883

0.4008

0.3125

77.97
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4.3 Measurement of Breakthrough Pressure
Permeability is a measure of checking the amount of liquid that can pass through a porous
medium. In this experiment we are trying to measure the pressure at which the liquid passes
through the carbon-porous media (i.e. breakthrough pressure). The breakthrough pressure is
calculated by using a hydrostatic method, using a simple apparatus and conducting experiments.
The experimental setup is as shown in the Figure 21, where a column of water is flowed over the
carbon-porous media. The different Teflon coats are used to find a relation between the amount of
Teflon coated with the breakthrough pressure. The water is dropped down the column using a
dropper at small intervals; the height at which the water level starts to drop is observed and the
height at that point is noted [23]. The height is used to measure the breakthrough pressure using
simple formula:
𝐏 = 𝛒𝐠𝐡

(10)

Here ρ is density of water (kg/m3), g is gravitational force (m/sec2), h is height of water column
(m), and P is breakthrough pressure (Pa). See Table 2 and Figure 22.

Figure 21:Permeability Test Setup
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Table 2:Breakthrough Pressure1
Breakthrough
Sample

Height (cm)
Pressure(Pa)

1

0%

4.9

480.2

10.34%

5.7

558.6

17.53%

6

588

40.76%

6.2

607.6

63.33%

6.5

637

70.33%

7

686

77.97%

8

784

17.53%

6

588

: The table shows the breakthrough pressure measured for different Teflon-coated gas diffusion
media measuring the height of the water in the column.
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Breakthrough Pressure (Pa)

Breakthrough Pressure (Pa)
y = 2.5667x2 + 22.867x + 477.4
784
686

588

607.6

558.6

10.34%

17.53%

40.76%

637

480.2

0%

63.33%

70.33%

77.97%

Teflon Content in GDL (wt %)
Figure 22:Plot Showing Breakthrough Pressure for Various Teflon-Coated GDL.
The graph plotted in figure 22 helps in determining the relation between the Teflon content in gas
diffusion media with breakthrough pressure.
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4.4 Porosity
Another experiment conducted on the Teflon-coated carbon-porous media is to check the
porosity. Porosity is a measure to check the volume of the pores compared to that of the total
volume. Porosity is measured using a simple experiment, conducted using a measuring cylinder.
In order to get the results accurately, the liquid to be used in the experiment should flow easily in
to the pores to get the accurate volume of the fiber matrix.
In this test iso-propyl alcohol was used as it can easily occupy the pore sites in the carbonporous media. Initially a known amount of liquid was poured in the measuring cylinder and then
the carbon-porous media to be tested is then dropped in the measuring cylinder and sonicated for
about 15 to 20 minutes for the liquid to easily occupy the pore sites. Then the rise in the liquid
level is noted to check the volume of the fiber matrix. The total volume of the carbon-porous media
can be calculated by measuring the dimensions of the gas diffusion media using a Vernier calipers.
See Figure 23 and Table 3.

Figure 23:Porosity Test Setup [24]

Porosity =

Pore Volume
Total Volume

(11)

Pore Volume = Total Volume – Volume of fiber matrix (measured from graduated cylinder)
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Total Volume = Length * Breadth* Height of GDL

Table 3:Porosity with Respect to Teflon Content2

2

Teflon Content in GDL

Porosity (%)

Teflon – 0%

81.37

Teflon – 10.34%

72.28

Teflon – 12.51%

68.92

Teflon – 17.75%

62.89

Teflon – 40.76%

62.70

Teflon – 51.68%

55.64

Teflon – 63.33%

47.31

Teflon – 70.33%

31.57

Teflon – 77.97%

25.97

: The table shows the porosity of the carbon-porous media for various Teflon contents
impregnated.

CHAPTER 5: OPTIMIZATION OF CELL STRUCTURE
5.1 Assembly and Cell Test Conditions
Table 4:Various Assembly Conditions Employed for Cell Tests
Property

Conditions

Compression Force on the Cell Assembly

120 lbf

Compression of the Carbon Media

9-15%

Flow Field

Serpentine Flow Field

Flow rate of Electrolyte

3.26ml/min

Flow rate of Hydrogen

50sccm

Cell Operating Temperature

Room Temperature

Concentration of Solution

0.5M FeCl3/0.5M HCl

Battery Tester

Maccor Model 4304

Peristaltic Pump

Cole Parmer Master Flex Economy Drive

5.2 Structure of Cell Components for a Flow Battery
The structure of the cell components in a standard flow battery with a membrane is shown in
Figure 24. The basic structure includes an end plate, current collector and flow channel on both
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sides of the cell and is separated by a membrane in between for the transport of ions from one side
to the other by restricting the mixing of the two chemical components.

Figure 24:Structure of a Standard Membrane Flow Battery [25]

The end plate is generally made of a hard metal like aluminum to hold the cell structure
together without any disturbance. The current collector is the place where the current is drawn
from the system. This is generally made of the current-conducting material like copper to conduct
electricity so that it can be measured and used. The current collector and the end plate are insulated
using a gasket between them. Gasket is a very thin layer made of non-conducting material
containing PTFE to restrict any liquid to pass through it. The flow channel is made of a carbon
material to conduct electricity from the reacting chemicals and the current collector. The gas
diffusion media are used on either side of the cell where the chemical reactions occur.
The flow channel is of many types like parallel flow, solid flow, serpentine flow, etc. Among
all these flow channels, the serpentine flow channel is considered to be the better to obtain a higher
performance. So, serpentine flow field is used widely in a flow battery.
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5.3 Orientation of the Gas Diffusion Electrode
The flow battery employed here is an iron-ion/hydrogen flow battery, where the hydrogen gas
is being supplied on the anode side of the cell which requires a platinum catalyst to react and
release an ion and an electron for the reaction to occur. The platinum catalyst layer is coated on
the carbon-porous media with a microporous layer on one side and the other side does not have
the microporous layer. So it is important to decide how the gas diffusion media has to be oriented
in the cell. There are two cases considered in Figure 25. The discharge performance experiment
was conducted on both these structures.

Figure 25:(a) Platinum Catalyst Layer Facing the Membrane (b) Platinum Catalyst Layer Facing
the Flow Field

Figure 25 shows that the orientation having the catalyst-coated microporous layer facing the
membrane has a better performance. The main reason for this is considered to be the restriction of
the travel of the hydrogen ions. The orientation having the catalyst layer towards the flow field
reacts with H2 gas at the beginning and generates ions. These ions need to travel along the
microporous layer which is very difficult for them, whereas in the other case the H2 gas travels
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through the microporous layer itself and then reacts to form ions which can be easily exchanged
to the other side through the membrane. Because of this reason the open circuit voltage (OCV) is
also lower in the catalyst layer facing the flow field (Figure 26).

Figure 26:Discharge Performance of Different Orientations of Gas Diffusion Electrode
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5.4 Structure of Cell Components for Membrane-less Flow Battery
A basic structure for a membrane-less flow battery was developed, similar to the membrane
based while eliminating the membrane as shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27:Basic Structure of a Membrane-less Flow Battery

The main limitation of this structure is that as the carbon-porous media are in contact with each
other this causes a short circuit in the cell. Another main issue is that the iron electrolyte flowing
on the cathode side can easily flow to the other side of the cell, as the membrane being eliminated
would have controlled the overflow.
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5.4.1 Structure Using Carbon-Porous Media with Microporous Layer and Gasket
An optimum structure of cell components for a membrane-less flow battery is to be obtained
where the membrane is eliminated. The main challenge is to restrict the overflow of the iron
electrolyte to the other side of the cell (i.e. H2 side) and also to avoid the short circuit issue. The
overflow of the electrolyte leads to a decay in the open circuit voltage (OCV). The main focus is
to reduce the overflow and short circuit. The carbon-porous media with microporous layer is
hydrophobic in nature, which can restrict the overflow. The short circuit issue was resolved by
using a gasket between the carbon-porous media to reduce the direct contact between them. The
gasket also helps in storing the electrolyte in the space between, which might help in the transfer
of protons in the cell. So the structure is as shown in the Figure 28.

Figure 28:Structure Using Carbon-porous Media with Microporous Layer and Gasket
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3

: The table shows the various orientations of the commercially available carbon media with

microporous layer on the anode side and cathode side. The flow rate at which the overflow of the
electrolyte starts is noted by running the cell at different flow rates a specific period of time. Also
the resistance of the cell is calculated using the multimeter to check the chance of short circuit in
the cell. The first case was found out to be a better structure to reduce the overflow as well as have
a better contact resistance which reduces the possibility of short circuit in the cell.
The better orientation is found from the Table 5 and assembled. The discharge performance of
this orientation was checked by discharging a constant current of 0.02mA/cm2. The discharge
performance shown in the Figure 29 is a discharge current of 0.02mA/cm2. The open circuit
voltage (OCV) obtained for this structure is very low at 0.51V, which was supposed to be 0.77V
according to the chemical reaction. The operation time of the cell is found to be much less even
while discharging such a low current. The cell was supposed to operate for about 600 hours
discharging such a low current; instead it stopped working at 48 minutes. The efficiency of this
case is much less.
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Table 5:Various Assembly Conditions Showing Contact Resistance and Overflow Rate3
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Figure 29:Discharge at 0.02mA/cm2
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The limitation of this structure is the restriction of the travel of the ions to the other side
for the reaction to occur. The ion travel is restricted because of the presence of the microporous
layer on the carbon-porous media which is not very porous in nature and also formation of the
voids (where no electrolyte is present) as shown in Figure 30. The overflow is not completely
controlled in this structure but lowered with the use of four carbon papers with microporous layer.
From this above structure it is observed the more the number of the carbon-porous media with
microporous layer used, the less the overflow, also the lower the performance due to restriction of
the ion transport.

Figure 30:Limitations of Structure Using Carbon-porous Media with Microporous Layer and
Gasket
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5.4.2 Structure Using Teflon-Impregnated Carbon-Porous Media and Spacer
The use of the carbon-porous media with microporous layer is restricting the ion travel, so the
use of this is not recommended for a better performance. The cell structure is made similar to the
membrane-based system by just using a gas diffusion electrode and a carbon-porous media,
replacing the membrane with an acetal strip with different patterns. The dotted line in Figure 31
shows the cross section view of spacer in the assembly. The carbon-porous media is coated with
Teflon to reduce the overflow of the electrolyte. The carbon-porous media with microporous layer
is used on the hydrogen side coated with platinum, facing towards the electrolyte as shown in
Figure 31.

Figure 31:Structure Using Teflon-Impregnated Carbon-Porous Media and Spacer
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5.4.2.1 Structure Modifying the Pattern on the Acetal Strip
In the structure as shown in Figure 31 the membrane is replaced with an acetal strip. The pattern
of the acetal strip is varied using LASER machining (Epilog LASER mini-machine). The acetal
strip was selected to replace the membrane as it is very cheap and there are no emissions caused
while using LASER manufacturing, whereas the gasket is not preferred to be used in LASER
manufacturing as it emits fluorine gas. The various patterns developed are a channel structure and
a mesh-type structure with two different widths of 0.02” and 0.04” as shown in Figure 32.

(a)

(b)

Figure 32:(a) Channel Pattern (b) Mesh Pattern on Acetal Strip
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The structure with various patterns of acetal strip is not able to control the overflow of the
electrolyte. Among the various patterns the channel pattern with a width of 0.02” has the best
performance (shown in Figure 33) and also has a lesser overflow. The box structure with the same
width has a higher overflow because of which the performance and open circuit voltage (OCV)
are lower. The width of the strip is very important factor to consider: as the width of the strip
increases the ohmic resistance increases. The increase in width of the acetal strip increases the
distance a proton has to travel, thus reducing the reactivity and increasing the ohmic resistance.
This concludes that the use of a channel pattern of acetal strip has a better performance but still
has an overflow which should be controlled to improve the open circuit voltage (OCV) which is
still lower.

Figure 33:Discharge Performance Comparison of Patterns on Acetal Strip
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5.4.2.2 Structure Using Different Teflon-Impregnated Carbon-porous Media
The carbon-porous media used in the previous structure has an overflow which causes a decay
of the open circuit voltage (OCV). To reduce the overflow, Teflon is impregnated in the carbonporous media. The cell is assembled similar to the previous structure varying the different Teflon
content carbon-porous media shown in Figure 31.
The increase in Teflon content in the carbon-porous media reduces the overflow. The carbonporous media with a Teflon content higher than 12.51% is able to control the overflow. The open
circuit voltage (OCV) for all the samples and the ohmic resistance are tabulated in Table 6. The
performance of the structure using carbon-porous media with various Teflon content is shown in
Figure 34, of which 12.51% and 0% are the best and similar to that of the membrane flow battery.
The 0% Teflon carbon media is not considered to be a better one as there is a presence of overflow
in that case, so the carbon media with 12.51% Teflon is considered to be best in this structure. The
performance of the higher Teflon-content porous media is lower even though they are able to
control the overflow is due to the decrease in the active area of the porous media participating the
reaction. As the Teflon content increases, the active area of carbon available decreases, as the
Teflon is being impregnated on the surface of the carbon which reacts with the chemicals. The
Teflon content should neither be lower nor higher as it has its own advantages and limitations. The
Teflon of 12.51% is the best amount of Teflon that can be impregnated on the porous media
because of its high performance and no overflow. This is decided to be the optimum structure for
the membrane-less flow battery.
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Table 6:Open Circuit Voltage and Ohmic Resistance of Various Teflon-Impregnated CarbonPorous Media
Teflon Content in GDL

Open Circuit Voltage

Ohmic Resistance

Teflon – 0%

0.735V

4.81

Teflon – 5.67%

0.765V

7.02

Teflon – 10.34%

0.761V

6.84

Teflon – 12.51%

0.754V

5.38

Teflon – 17.8%

0.746V

5.72

Teflon – 40.8%

0.755V

8.73

Teflon – 51.7%

0.727V

8.41

Teflon – 60.3%

0.731V

10.79

Teflon – 70.3%

0.712V

65.31

Teflon – 78%

0.718V

94.96

Membrane Teflon – 0%

0.795V

4.42
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Figure 34:Discharge Performance of Various Teflon-Impregnated Carbon-Porous Media
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5.4.2.3 Effect of Concentration: Discharge Performance
The effect of concentration was studied varying the concentrations and comparing the
membrane and membrane-less systems. The discharge performance was tested initially to find the
difference between the membrane system and membrane-less system. The concentration of FeCl3
is maintained constant at 1M and the concentration of HCl was changed to study the effect.
As shown in Figure 35 the effect of concentration can be studied between the membrane and
membrane-less systems. At higher concentrations the membrane system has a higher performance.
As seen in the figure the 5M HCl case has a big difference in performance between both systems,
but as the concentration decreases the difference between the performance also decreases. At 0.5M
HCl case the membrane and membrane-less systems have a similar performance. This is because
the transfer of protons in a membrane-less system occurs through the electrolyte, whereas in the
membrane system it occurs through the membrane. The difference in performance decreases
because at higher concentrations the ion conductivity decreases; this is because the viscosity of the
electrolyte increases which makes it difficult for the proton to pass through. This effect can be
dominantly noticed in the case of membrane-less system. For the 0.5M HCl case it was also
observed that the ohmic resistance of the membrane-less system is 5.66 ohms lower compared to
that of the membrane system, which is 6.4 ohms. The ohmic resistance can be measured from the
slope of the performance curve seen in the Figure 35. This concludes that the membrane-less
system operates well at lower concentrations and also has a lower ohmic resistance.
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Figure 35:Discharge Performance with Various Concentrations

5.4.2.4 Effect of Concentration: Charge Performance
The charge performance with various concentrations was checked for both the systems. The
cut-off voltage was set at 1.25V for this test. The membrane system for all the concentrations
reached the cut-off voltage at a very low current density compared to the membrane-less system.
As seen in the Figure 36, the charge for 5M HCl case for membrane system is 13mA/cm2, whereas
for the membrane less system it is 27mA/cm2. Similarly, all the concentrations show the same
behavior of increased charge performance.
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From Figure 36, we can conclude that the membrane-less system can be charged at higher
currents without reaching the cut-off voltage, which leads to an increase of storage capacity of
charge in the cell.

Figure 36:Charge Performance with Various Concentrations
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5.4.2.5 Membrane Resistance: Impedance Test
Impedance is a total resistance that obstructs the flow of current through a circuit made of
resistors, capacitors and inductors arranged in any combination. In order to measure the ohmic
resistance of the cell with and without a membrane, this test was conducted using a potentiostat.
As seen in the Figure 37 the membrane system has a higher ohmic resistance and also the
resistance keeps changing for each test. But, in case of membrane-less system (Figure 38) the
ohmic resistance is almost constant for all the tests. It can be concluded that the membrane
resistance keeps fluctuating because of the contamination of the membrane due to the electrolyte
used. Since the membrane is eliminated, the contamination issue has been resolved, which might
be beneficial for the performance of the cell in long cyclic tests.

Figure
37:Impedance for Membrane System at 0.5M HCL
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Figure 38:Impedance for Membrane-less System at 0.5M HCL

CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
The design parameters critical for H2-Fe membrane-less flow battery were found through
extensive experiment with various structures and cell components, and in the novel battery cell
constructed with the defined design parameters, cross-over of liquid reactant was minimized
without decay of performance from the conventional cell with membrane.
The membrane-less cell is prone to be electrically short circuited due to the absence of
separator (i.e. membrane), and thus devising the short-proof cell was necessary. Plastic spacers of
various thickness and opening geometries were compared, and the 0.2 mm thick acetal spacer
having channel geometry was found to be the best.
To replace expensive noble metal catalyst for cathode side and ion exchange membrane with
inexpensive and commercially available carbon-porous layer, the surface of carbon layer was
modified with Teflon coating to control its reactivity and liquid permeability. As Teflon content
in the carbon-porous layer increased, the permeability decreased while the reactivity of carbon was
decayed due to less surface area for the reaction. From the experiment that combined in-situ cell
test with ex-situ component test, the best content of Teflon was decided.
Cell performance from this membrane-less system was compared with that of conventional
membrane system. Discharge performance of the membrane-less system was lower at higher
concentration of supporting electrolyte (i.e. HCl), but it was enhanced as HCl concentration
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decreased and became similar in performance to that of membrane system at 0.5 M HCl. It is due
to the effect of electrolyte concentration on ion mobility (i.e. conductivity), and performance of
membrane-less system was more affected by the electrolyte concentration. Charge performance
was compared, but the membrane-less system achieved much better performance over all the
concentration conditions, which may be due to the abundance of protons near Pt catalyst for the
membrane-less system.
Membrane contamination issue was analyzed, and it was found that the proton conductivity in
the membrane system was varied and increased during charge and discharge cycle due to the
membrane contamination. However, the proton conductivity was constant for the membrane-less
system, indicating the contamination can be solved with membrane-less system.
However, the cell structure developed in this study cannot prevent intermixing of reactive
species completely, as shown in Figure 39. Fe ion can directly contact and undergo redox reaction
at Pt catalyst which should be used for H2 redox reaction. Ideas and suggestions to resolve this
issue are described in the future research section.
In this study, various design parameters were compared and their impact on reactant crossover
and cell performance were compared, and a novel flow battery cell was constructed for the
membrane-less system conducting excellent performance. It should be note that the cell design
suggested in this study may not be the best structure Figure 39, but I believe the results of this
study will be utilized as a key guideline to provide the direction to develop membrane-less cell.
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Figure 39:Limitations of Structure Using Teflon-Impregnated GDL and Spacer

CHAPTER 7: FUTURE WORK
The main limitation of the previous structure is the direct contact of the electrolyte with the
platinum catalyst layer used on the anode side of the cell. This limitation can be eliminated by
using a layer of supporting electrolyte to flow through the cell as shown in Figure 40. This can
help reduce the contact between the iron electrolyte and the platinum layer, increasing open circuit
voltage (OCV) and also performance.

Figure 40: Structure Using a Supporting Electrolyte.
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